an effective tool to analyze many disease, epilepsy, for example. According to the latest research, we have found out that the value of multiscale symbolic transfer entropy (MSTE) on closing eyes and being idle differs but there is a question still, what exactly makes this difference? Therefore, we analyze different rhythm of EEG and finally we draw this conclusion: the value of MSTE on closing eyes and being idle differs exactly in the δ rhythm of EEG. With this conclusion, we can catch the dynamic information much more convenient and accurately.
INTRODUCTION
Since electroencephalogram (EEG) is discovered in the 30s in last century, we have learnt more and more about it in this nearly 80 years and even use it as a method to deal with diseases. Therefore, it is of great importance to learn more about EEG [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In this work, we analyze the value of multiscale symbolic transfer entropy (MSTE) on closing eyes and being idle in all four rhythms of EEG, and finally, we found out that it in the δ rhythm of EEG are definitely different. And this conclusion is useful for both health care and medical treatment. In this work, we first extract EEG from 12 persons when they are idle and closing their eyes respectively. Then, we use 5000 points and filtering it into different rhythm of EEG every time we analyze it. Next, we use MSTE, in other words, symbolize the filtered data firstly; and secondly calculate its (the result of first step) transfer entropy; lastly, multiscale it (the result of second step).
II. METHODS

A. Filtering
In our work, we use Chebyshev Type II filter to extract different rhythm of EEG. The four parameter required are passband corner frequency, stopband corner frequency, passband ripple and stopband attenuation. According to our research, we finally set the passband ripple and stopband attenuation as 10 and 50 respectively.
B. Symbolization
(1)
With the formula above [1] [2] [3] , the original data turns into a symbolic sequence.
Here, is the h point in the original data, and BS (i) respectively denotes the mean and the base scale of the h m-dimensional vector . According to our research, we set as 0.05.
C. Transfer entropy
After symbolizing, we then get a symbolic sequence like 1,2,3,3,2,1…. We calculate how many times that every symbol has appears in this sequence. Last, we can calculate the transfer entropy [4] as follow Eq. 2.
(2)
D. Multiscale analysis
With multiscale [5] ( as formula (3)), we divide the time series into a new one .
(3) Here, s is the scale factor, and L is the length of , means the h vector of y with a certain s (For example, is the h vector when the scale factor is 3). The main idea is that the system is composed of distinguishable pieces or grains. And here we use coarse-grained process of time series to analyze the EEG data.
III. EEG DATA
This paper uses ECG data extracted from 12 persons when they are closing their eyes and idle in different period. The database has multi-parameter data, including 16 leads. We just extract Fp1 and Fp2 for research. The sampling frequency is 200 Hz.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The value of MSTE on closing eyes and being idle differs in the δ rhythm, when the scale factor is larger than 7, it is shown in the Fig. 1 . And the difference is most significant when the scale is 18. Therefore, we select the scale factor as 18 for further research. The value of MSTE on closing eyes and being idle in the δ rhythm
The mean and variance of the value of MSTE on closing eyes and being idle in the δ rhythm with scale factor as 18 is shown in the Fig. 2 . The mean and variance of MSTE in the δ rhythm as scale factor is 18
As we can see, the difference is significant and therefore we do the independent-samples T test for it.
We have 24 groups for each state (closing eyes or being idle). According to the value of F, we can see that the result is 0.025, lesser than 0.05. Therefore, we can draw the conclusion that the different is significant and we then can say that the value of MSTE on closing eyes and being idle in the δ rhythm differs finally.
V. CONCLUSIONS
MSTE is a useful, practical and effective tool to deal with EEG data. That is why we use it in this work. And finally we have found out that the value of MSTE on closing eyes and being idle in the δ rhythm differs. Here we have found out the exactly rhythm of EEG instead of the whole data. It is to say that our research is more accurately and useful in health care and medical treatment. However, the work could not quantize this difference and take it into practical use right now. Therefore, a further research is of great importance and we will try to make it.
